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the rim 174 standard extended range active missile eram or standard missile 6 sm 6 is a missile in current production for the united states navy it was designed for
extended range anti air warfare er aaw purposes providing capability against fixed and rotary wing aircraft unmanned aerial vehicles anti ship cruise missiles in flight the
standard missile 6 sm 6 is a multi mission missile capable of antiair warfare terminal ballistic missile defense and antiship strike roles it uses a blast fragmentation
warhead to engage these threats in the endo atmosphere the u s navy has also upgraded the sm 6 to perform strike missions the standard missile 6 sm 6 also known as rim
174 is a ship launched anti air and anti surface interceptor missile developed by raytheon company the sm 6 is part of raytheon s standard missile family which also
includes standard missile 1 standard missile 2 and standard missile 3 the navy successfully executed four flight tests of the surface to air standard missile 6 block i sm
6 blk i off the hawaiian coast between jan 11 and 22 the missile defense agency mda last friday said that it and the navy successfully detected tracked engaged and
intercepted a medium range ballistic missile mrbm test target using the rtx rtx built standard missile 6 sm 6 fired from the aegis guided missile the sm 6 blk ia provides an
over the horizon engagement capability when launched from an aegis equipped warship and uses the latest in hardware and software missile technology to provide needed
raytheon s sm 6 missile is three missiles in one and the only weapon that can perform anti air warfare ballistic missile defense and anti surface warfare missions this
capability offers navies more flexibility in limited ship space sm 6 is a shipborne missile that can defeat a range of targets from supersonic anti ship cruise missiles to
threat surface ships among others the sm 6 seeker and terminal guidance electronics derive from technology developed in the advanced medium range air to air missile
program the sm 6 dual ii missile is designed for use in the terminal phase of a short to medium range ballistic missile trajectory together with the sm 3 missile which is
designed to defeat icbms in the midcourse phase it represents the naval component of the missile defense agency s missile defense system the uss daniel inouye ddg 118
launched two sm 6 dual ii missiles from the pacific missile range facility on kauai hawaii and successfully intercepted the mrbm in the terminal phase of flight this month a
vx 9 super hornet was spotted carrying an inert sm 6 taken by stinkplove on x an aviation photographer based on the west coast of the united states the orange and
gray sm 6 is seen on the super hornet s number 7 pylon the standard missile 6 sm 6 also known as the rim 174 retains the sm 2 airframe and propulsion elements and
incorporates the advanced signal processing and guidance control capabilities of the advanced medium range air to air missile amraam system sm 6 blk i and blk ia are the
latest evolution of the sm family of fleet air defense missiles the navy employs the sm 6 from aegis equipped cruisers and destroyers i e ticonderoga class cruisers and
arleigh burke class destroyers also known as the rim 174 standard extend range active missile eram the sm 6 is a highly versatile long range radar guided air defense
missile max 150 miles equally capable standard missile sm 6 executive summary standard missile sm 6 block i blk i has attained full operational capability initial
operational capability for sm 6 blk ia is expected in fy19 in fy18 the navy completed sm 6 blk i fot e testing that satisfactorily demonstrated interoperability with the
the standard missile 6 sm 6 also known as the rim 174 retains the standard missile airframe and propulsion elements and incorporates the advanced signal processing and
guidance control capabilities of the advanced medium range air to air missile amraam the use of the multi purpose sm 6 missile in the ongoing battle with the houthis would
mark a major milestone for the versatile weapon a u s navy document that cryptically describes a versatile and powerful new missile likely offers the first confirmation
of the hypersonic speed and newly acquired antisurface warfare role for the navy awarded raytheon rtn a 1 03 billion contract for standard missile 6 sm 6 full rate
production requirements spares and round design agent the us navy has authorised ships in the aegis combat weapon system baselines 5 3 and 3 a 0 series to carry the
raytheon standard missile 6 sm 6 the company announced on 14 january the authorisation has expanded the missile s use from five ships to over 35 ships
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rim 174 standard eram wikipedia May 28 2024

the rim 174 standard extended range active missile eram or standard missile 6 sm 6 is a missile in current production for the united states navy it was designed for
extended range anti air warfare er aaw purposes providing capability against fixed and rotary wing aircraft unmanned aerial vehicles anti ship cruise missiles in flight

standard missile 6 sm 6 missile threat Apr 27 2024

the standard missile 6 sm 6 is a multi mission missile capable of antiair warfare terminal ballistic missile defense and antiship strike roles it uses a blast fragmentation
warhead to engage these threats in the endo atmosphere the u s navy has also upgraded the sm 6 to perform strike missions

standard missile 6 naval technology Mar 26 2024

the standard missile 6 sm 6 also known as rim 174 is a ship launched anti air and anti surface interceptor missile developed by raytheon company the sm 6 is part of
raytheon s standard missile family which also includes standard missile 1 standard missile 2 and standard missile 3

sm 6 testing displays missile s range versatility united Feb 25 2024

the navy successfully executed four flight tests of the surface to air standard missile 6 block i sm 6 blk i off the hawaiian coast between jan 11 and 22

sm 6 successful in latest ballistic missile test intercept Jan 24 2024

the missile defense agency mda last friday said that it and the navy successfully detected tracked engaged and intercepted a medium range ballistic missile mrbm test target
using the rtx rtx built standard missile 6 sm 6 fired from the aegis guided missile

sm 6 testing displays missile s improved capability Dec 23 2023

the sm 6 blk ia provides an over the horizon engagement capability when launched from an aegis equipped warship and uses the latest in hardware and software missile
technology to provide needed

sm 6 missile raytheon raytheon technologies Nov 22 2023

raytheon s sm 6 missile is three missiles in one and the only weapon that can perform anti air warfare ballistic missile defense and anti surface warfare missions this
capability offers navies more flexibility in limited ship space

standard missile 6 sm 6 family of missiles Oct 21 2023

sm 6 is a shipborne missile that can defeat a range of targets from supersonic anti ship cruise missiles to threat surface ships among others the sm 6 seeker and terminal
guidance electronics derive from technology developed in the advanced medium range air to air missile program
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us navy mda complete most complex sm 6 intercept test with Sep 20 2023

the sm 6 dual ii missile is designed for use in the terminal phase of a short to medium range ballistic missile trajectory together with the sm 3 missile which is designed to
defeat icbms in the midcourse phase it represents the naval component of the missile defense agency s missile defense system

software upgraded sm 6 missile intercepts medium range Aug 19 2023

the uss daniel inouye ddg 118 launched two sm 6 dual ii missiles from the pacific missile range facility on kauai hawaii and successfully intercepted the mrbm in the terminal
phase of flight

air launched sm 6 spotted again on u s navy f a 18 super Jul 18 2023

this month a vx 9 super hornet was spotted carrying an inert sm 6 taken by stinkplove on x an aviation photographer based on the west coast of the united states the
orange and gray sm 6 is seen on the super hornet s number 7 pylon

standard missile 6 sm 6 missile defense advocacy alliance Jun 17 2023

the standard missile 6 sm 6 also known as the rim 174 retains the sm 2 airframe and propulsion elements and incorporates the advanced signal processing and guidance
control capabilities of the advanced medium range air to air missile amraam

standard missile 6 sm 6 director operational test and May 16 2023

system sm 6 blk i and blk ia are the latest evolution of the sm family of fleet air defense missiles the navy employs the sm 6 from aegis equipped cruisers and destroyers i e
ticonderoga class cruisers and arleigh burke class destroyers

u s navy test fires sm 6 missile from tiny littoral combat ship Apr 15 2023

also known as the rim 174 standard extend range active missile eram the sm 6 is a highly versatile long range radar guided air defense missile max 150 miles equally
capable

standard missile sm 6 director operational test and Mar 14 2023

standard missile sm 6 executive summary standard missile sm 6 block i blk i has attained full operational capability initial operational capability for sm 6 blk ia is
expected in fy19 in fy18 the navy completed sm 6 blk i fot e testing that satisfactorily demonstrated interoperability with the

swiss army knife of missiles sm 6 now has one more Feb 13 2023

the standard missile 6 sm 6 also known as the rim 174 retains the standard missile airframe and propulsion elements and incorporates the advanced signal processing and
guidance control capabilities of the advanced medium range air to air missile amraam
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navy s sm 6 missile used in combat report twz com Jan 12 2023

the use of the multi purpose sm 6 missile in the ongoing battle with the houthis would mark a major milestone for the versatile weapon

document likely shows sm 6 hypersonic speed anti surface Dec 11 2022

a u s navy document that cryptically describes a versatile and powerful new missile likely offers the first confirmation of the hypersonic speed and newly acquired
antisurface warfare role for

raytheon wins 1 billion contract for sm 6 full rate Nov 10 2022

the navy awarded raytheon rtn a 1 03 billion contract for standard missile 6 sm 6 full rate production requirements spares and round design agent

us navy expands sm 6 missile deployment shephard Oct 09 2022

the us navy has authorised ships in the aegis combat weapon system baselines 5 3 and 3 a 0 series to carry the raytheon standard missile 6 sm 6 the company announced
on 14 january the authorisation has expanded the missile s use from five ships to over 35 ships
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